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ECONOMICS – AND BEYOND
PART 3
As these loans were made at no interest, it is not
surprising that there have been almost no repayments.
The largest beneficiaries were our four major banks
who together received $7.8 trillion, just slightly less
than half of the total. A partial listing follows:

We concluded our last issue with a statistic that
broke through the layered language used by Washington
to obscure rather than reveal governmental truth.
Our statistic laid bare the enormous extent of
our national debt in plain terms, readily understandable
to all, but never mentioned in political circles. We
repeat it so that it can be accepted as the fiscal reality
that it is:

Citigroup: $2.5 trillion ($2,500,000,000,000)
Morgan Stanley: $2.04 trillion ($2,040,000,000,000)
Merrill Lynch: $1.949 trillion ($1,949,000,000,000)
Bank of America: $1.344 trillion ($1,344,000,000,000)
Barclays PLC (United Kingdom): $868 billion
($868,000,000,000)
Bear Sterns: $853 billion ($853,000,000,000)
Goldman Sachs: $814 billion ($814,000,000,000)
Royal Bank of Scotland (UK): $541 billion
($541,000,000,000)
JP Morgan Chase: $391 billion ($391,000,000,000)
Deutsche Bank (Germany): $354 billion
($354,000,000,000)
UBS (Switzerland): $287 billion ($287,000,000,000)
Credit Suisse (Switzerland): $262 billion
($262,000,000,000)
Lehman Brothers: $183 billion ($183,000,000,000)
Bank of Scotland (United Kingdom): $181 billion
($181,000,000,000)
BNP Paribas (France): $175 billion
($175,000,000,000)
and many more.

		
If the government were to halt ALL
spending and pay down the national debt,
now authorized to reach $16.4 trillion, at
the rate of $100 million per day, it would
take almost 450 years to eliminate it; or at
the rate of $1 billion per day, one month
less than 45 years.
At our present rate of spending, Citizens Against
Government Waste, a public advocacy group, reports
that our debt increases at the rate of $4 billion a
day.
We had thought this was excess enough for even
super borrowing and spending at the superpower level,
but last July the General Accounting Office (GAO)
completed a one-time audit required by the Dodd-Frank
Act of loan programs authorized by the Federal Reserve
Bank from 12/1/07 to 7/21/10.
This report discloses that $16.1 trillion
was loaned to banks and corporations in the U.S. and
elsewhere, mostly Europe, without debate and without
informing Congress or the public.
That’s right; at a very precarious time we chose
to remove another $16 trillion from our economy.
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Secrecy at the time these loans were made was
standard procedure, as the political fall-out would
have been intense. Now, with some time having passed
and the American public having become accustomed
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or resigned to our state of recession,
the response to these actions, should
they receive public media exposure, will
probably not be as explosive as it would
have been when these loans were made.
Still, if challenged, we are sure to hear
the argument that the FRB had no other
choice because without its rescue service
the global financial system would have
failed completely.
There is an aspect here that,
were the subject not so serious, might be
seen as humorous. You may recall that
some of our financial institutions also
received billions of dollars under the
TARP program on an interest paying basis
and that the administration, the banks
and the media made much of the payments
of principal and interest when they
commenced.
These were prompted in large
measure by the lifting of restrictions on
corporate compensation that accompanied
the loans, but the payment of billions
of dollars of interest bearing debt
becomes markedly less burdensome if
equal amounts of interest free funds
are accessible. In circumstances such as
these, we see that it is indeed possible for
the government and the corporate sector
to work together and for the latter’s
objections to government interference
and excess to be moderated or even
suspended.
In this election year we have no
way of knowing whether these events
will develop media traction and dominate
our news cycle even briefly. Throughout
the country there is already a high
resentment factor in play because of
the administration’s bail-outs and other
policies seen to favor the wealthy. And
these loans have an added anger element
in that many of them went to foreign
entities and economies. In the list above,
seven out of the fifteen are not US owned
institutions, and further foreign funding
almost certainly occurred by big US banks
shoring up their overseas operations and
subsidiaries with money borrowed here.
So far this government program
has played out the way it was supposed
to, but such predictability is not always
part of economic theory and practice. And
there is another law — that of unintended
consequences — that is equally powerful
and applicable, as we shall see later.
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Politics and money are always
connected and the larger the amounts,
the stronger the ties. $16 trillion spent
without any congressional knowledge
or oversight falls quite far outside our
democratic template and, because of the
Fed’s historical insistence upon total
independence, raises the question of
whether this policy had been discussed
with and/or approved by the President.
The President may well wish to
distance himself from these loans as an
election year political choice, but the
reverse side of that coin is that he must
then accept the unregulated expenditure
of massive amounts of money by the Fed
without his and others’ knowledge. And
this falls far short of the model of a
democratic republic with checks and
balances that we claim for ourselves and
propose to others.
What does our nation face as we
contemplate these two immense figures
— $16 trillion dollars of accumulated,
legislated debt and another $16 trillion
loaned, interest free, mostly to private
sector banks here and abroad by the
twelve members of the FRB’s governing
board?
And we must recall that our $16T
of recognized debt does not fully state our
government’s obligations, as there exists
a broad range of contingent liabilities
which under certain circumstances would
add many trillions more to our national
obligations.
But these two $16T figures stand
out because of their size and their origins.
They offer a comment on our government’s
failure that is simply irrefutable. And
as proof of this we only have to ask one
question — If these expenditures, in
their present size and form, did not exist
today, would we create them with one upor-down vote? No amendments, no loop
holes, no time extensions, no hearings or
speeches, no campaigning; just one choice,
one answer — yes or no.
These two figures bookend a
generation of flawed economic policy and
practice. They support a broad collection
of governmental legislation and initiatives
in which economic and political purposes
were combined. In the administration
of these policies, however, the political
force and motivation was dominant.
We cite a period of a generation

indicated that Washington was not paying enough
attention to the debt problem and 70% supported a
bipartisan commission to develop budget, spending and
tax reforms to be voted on by Congress3.
	Unfortunately we have seen all too many
bipartisan or blue ribbon commissions come and go.
They labor; they report; they languor; and then they
are gone. Presidents use them as window dressing
mostly, and sometimes select parts of their findings to
support their own positions before moving on.
We have wasted much good time and talent in
many fields by dismissing the work of these panels
because, even in an atmosphere as dense and resistant
as Congress, a good report by government or private
sector leaders energetically backed by the President
can make a dent, a difference, around which constructive
thought/action can gather.
A prime example of this pattern of failure was
the Commission on Immigration Reform headed by the
late Rep. Barbara Jordan (D-TX) which functioned
from 1994-1996.
Its report produced a mix of
recommendations that with some support could have
prevented much of the immigration law mess which
now seems to defy solution. It gained enough backing
in Congress and among the public to suggest that
workable change was possible, but President Clinton
walked away from it because he disliked some of its
conclusions, and it ended up in history’s crowded
graveyard for special commissions. As with others, it
died by neglect, its burial attended by few, and now
exists only as a missed opportunity.

because the recent process of serious debt increase
began under President Reagan whose “supply side”
economics and “guns and butter” defense policy tripled
our national debt which had previously maintained a
mostly stable profile since the end of WWII.
Reagan was well meaning and sincere in his
belief that his lack of budgetary discipline would be
temporary and that his lowered taxes and increased
spending would create benefits that would “trickle
down” the economic ladder and sponsor a wide move
forward for all levels of our consumer economy.
	He was correct in much of his thinking,
but results fell a bit short of his “trickle down”
expectations, as many of the benefits delivered by our
system to its top tiers tend to resist the pull of gravity,
whether Newton’s or Reagan’s.
The decision to increase our debt level to meet
operational or budgetary demands had been made. It
felt good and it tasted good, and for members of
Congress, eager to please their constituents and the
growing number of lobbyists who came to call, that
was enough.
And here another kind of “trickle down”
came into play. It was one of folly whereby members
of Congress added to otherwise sensible legislation
billions of dollars of appropriations for purely local
projects with no valid call upon federal taxpayer
dollars.
After Reagan, this budgetary “virus” worked
its way through the first Bush administration, slowed
somewhat in the Clinton years as taxes were raised, and
then exploded under Bush II and Obama.
To provide perspective as to our present status,
public advocacy group Citizens Against Government
Waste has reported that it took 227 years from 1776 to
2002 for the U.S. to accumulate $6.2T of debt while in
Pres. Obama’s first term alone we will add $6.4T1.
It is easy for those who support the President’s
policies to claim that this very steep increase in our
debt is desirable; it is considerably less easy, and in the
view of many impossible, to argue that it is affordable.
These are sobering statistics made even more so
when we realize that, in spite of both political parties’
and the media’s emphasis on deficit reduction, it will
not decrease our national debt. Just the opposite;
as any reduction, unless it is total and eliminates
the deficit, will continue to add both principal and
interest to the debt. Deficit reduction is one thing,
and certainly a good thing, but only surpluses can
reduce our debt level. This is a truth that is widely
suppressed or ignored by our media and political
class, but fortunately has been forcefully pursued
and publicized by the Concord Coalition for the last
quarter century and, more recently, by the Peter G.
Peterson Foundation2
It is worth noting that the latter sponsored
a poll in late 2009 in which 66% of respondents

*

*

*

The intersection of economics and politics
is one of the dirtiest in our government. It exists in
a shaded world where the usual ethical and moral
considerations of society make only brief and irregular
appearances.
It is able to survive and defy efforts to improve
it because it satisfies our elected representatives’
desires for money and power. The great tragedy for
our country is that we have allowed our failed system
to grow and flourish to the point where, as with other
systems, available remedies no longer work.
The burden imposed by our immense debt has
pronounced negative consequences for our economy,
our foreign policy, our security and the social contract
between the nation’s citizens and their government. In
all these areas of our national life (and in the many
instances and places where they meet) continuing,
increasing, and perhaps irreversible damage is being
done on a daily basis.
Sadly, this ongoing damage is the product of
willful actions by our elected members of Congress.
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It is they who have approved both the legislation that
has created, and then expanded, multiple layers of
government programs without regard to cost; and it is
they who have authorized the increases in our national
debt level that have enabled these programs’ funding.
Nowhere is layered waste more evident than in
the series of payments initiated by the “black farmer”
discrimination cases which originated with a complaint
against the Dept. of Agriculture that a relatively small
number of black farmers had not received payments
to which they were entitled. They prevailed and were
awarded $50,000 each which was enough to get the
gravy train started rolling down the track.
The original claimants were joined by others
with the result that the settlement finally came to
a billion dollars. In the election year of 2008 the
Congressional Black Caucus revived the matter and
added tens of thousands more claims of discrimination
which were unopposed by Republicans lest they be seen
as racist. The cost of this second stage of compensation
for discrimination by the Dept. of Agriculture was
$1.25 billion.
The whiff of this kind of spending is like that of
blood in the water for sharks. Righteous indignation
soon surfaced and a similar settlement in the amount
of $760 million was created for Native Americans,
followed by another distribution of $1.3 billion to
females and Hispanics even though their claims were
rejected in court. Total cost: $4.3 billion4.
This is a brief summary of a long process
guided by the Dept. of Justice in which contradictions
and irregularities abound.
It is not unusual in institutional matters, when
there is evidence of failure in one area, to also find it in
others, and this most certainly applies to our Congress.
For, at the same time it was recklessly building up our
debt, it engaged in a series of actions to increase its
own remuneration. This was usually done by providing
members of Congress with special status that afforded
them preferential insurance rates, retirement benefits
and even legal treatment such as not being subject to
insider trading laws.
This last privilege has recently been repealed,
but large exceptions have been preserved and it
remains to be seen whether, in the event of violations,
any serious disciplinary measures or punishment will
be handed out, and by whom. In Washington of 2012
prosecution of the law can be as selective as its
enforcement.

or wrong, but they may provide a new way of viewing
our country.
Let’s suppose that by some magical means new
candidates appear this year to contest every seat up
for election in the House of Representatives and the
Senate. That would mean 435 members of the House and
presumably 33 members of the Senate, as it is divided
into three classes elected at two year intervals.
These new candidates would have no formal
connection to each other or to the two major parties,
although their platforms for election could reflect
shared concerns.
They would emphasize that many of our internal
problems are ones of dereliction from our origins and
that America, if it is to survive as a democratic republic,
must restore its constitutional identity.
To do this, issues and legislation must be
framed in the national interest which derives from our
Declaration of Independence and Constitution. This
does not require an overly literal adherence to the
language of these amazing documents, as the flows of
technology, diplomacy, history and other forces have
changed our lives in some ways that are irreversible.
But it does mean that American government cannot be
separated from its sources without experiencing the
political and ethical dysfunction that we endure today.
It is simply everywhere, and eats away at what we do and
what we are.
Key to the remaking and revitalizing of our
government is reforming the Congress and this task
would have the status of “Job #1” with the wave of
new candidates. They would, without exception, commit
to a program of broad congressional correction that
would include meaningful reductions in salary, and
retirement and health benefits. It would also prohibit
members of Congress from excusing themselves from
laws which govern the public (i.e., insider trading, for
example) and would put an end to the pernicious and
frivolous 3-day work week.
The latter could be easily accomplished by
breaking the congressional compensation into daily
amounts and, for the time when Congress is in session,
pay only for those days when members are present. The
Tuesday thru Thursday work schedule with travel on
Monday and Friday is a form of robbery upon the public.
It makes bad government worse and clearly declares
Congress’ priorities.
Changes would also be sought in Congress’
increasing access to outside income from lobbyists,
special interest advocacy groups, charitable and
athletic events, speaking engagements, etc. On many
of theses occasions, even when little government
interest is involved, a few words may be spoken and the
Congressional member receives several days of travel,
resort accommodations, meals, liquor, sports, etc. all
at the luxury level. Whether described as conventions,
retreats, planning sessions, round tables, working

A GUESSING GAME
We are now going to engage in some political
fantasy. We will make some suppositions and then ask a
question. The answers will vary and there is no right
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legalese that marks so much of our contemporary
legislation. It is not burdened by a dense grammar with
clauses modifying clauses modifying clauses, etc. On
the contrary, it is quite precise and plain in its meaning.
Our immigration issue is home to another form
of abuse to the taxpayer and to what most Americans
might consider the proper conduct of government.
As our immigration numbers, both legal and illegal,
have shown large increases since the 1965 change
in our immigration law, numerous advocacy groups
representing Latino arrivals have been formed. They
go by the names of The National Council of LaRaza (The
Race), LULAC (League of United Latin American Citizens),
MALDEF (Mexican American Legal Defense & Education
Fund), HAP (The Hispanic Alliance for Progress) and
many more.
They vary somewhat in their practices and
goals. Some cater to students and some quite militantly
support the return to Mexico of the lands it ceded to
the USA following the Mexican-American War under the
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo and later the Gadsden
Purchase. But they all share the desire for a distinct
Latino presence in this country.
Pressure upon Congress for financial and
political accommodation has resulted in the federal
government providing hundreds of millions of taxpayer
dollars annually to these private advocacy groups
whose political purposes run strongly counter to
those of most Americans.
This is a process that has taken firm root in
only a few decades, but which mocks some of our
most fundamental concepts of the citizen/government
relationship. There is no doubt that it could be a
powerful campaign issue.

groups, etc. their hosts follow the “you play, we pay”
model of representative government.
Congressional compensation and privilege is
only one area in which we have managed to poison our
government. There are others, far more important,
which our crop of Congressional candidates will cite
as reasons for change.
The first, and perhaps most lethal, is the
practice of selective law enforcement by which
Congress arbitrarily decides which of our existing laws
it will enforce or ignore. There is no more damaging
effect upon our democratic form of government than,
once a law is duly passed and signed by the President,
nullifying it by lack of funding or some other procedure
by the executive and/or legislative branches.
At this time in our history the most notable
example of selective law enforcement is the failure
by Congress and the four presidents from Bush I
through Obama to enforce our immigration laws. It is
a monument to greed, arrogance, corruption, political
cowardice and disregard for our democratic heritage.
One of the great strengths of our government is
that we have the flexibility within our system to choose
a different course if circumstance requires it, or if
our national opinion changes and we wish to reflect
it. Congress always has the power to terminate, modify
or suspend existing legislation and, likewise, the
President can accept or reject by veto whatever laws
Congress passes.
What neither the Congress nor the President
has the right to do is to violate the public will, as
expressed in existing law, by acquiescing in refusing
to enforce it. And yet for two decades that is what
four presidents and the Congresses have chosen to
do without any significant objection by our Dept. of
Justice or federal judiciary. And it is just another
symptom of our declining quality of government that
strong, independent, distinguished attorneys general
have been replaced by political hacks or cronies.
Selective law enforcement contradicts the
duties of office with which each president and member
of Congress is charged:
The President’s Oath of Office states “I do
solemnly swear that I will faithfully execute
the office of President of the U.S. and will to
the best of my ability preserve, protect and
defend the Constitution of the United States of
America”5
Also, “he shall take care that the laws be
faithfully executed”6
And for members of Congress, “The Senators
and Representatives . . . and all executive
and judicial officers, both of the U.S. and of
the several states, shall be bound by oath or
affirmation to support this Constitution.”7

*

*

*

Debt, compensation/privilege, law enforcement
— these are fundamental and major abuses of our
system of government. There are more, many more,
lurking beneath the surface.
There is the Alice in Wonderland world of our
federal budgeting/staffing process which has become
Washington’s standard. It makes no sense, but our
elected representatives have come to accept it. In its
simplest form it defines expense reduction as not adding
to already budgeted increases. By this device, dollar
expenditures and hiring show continuing growth while
department/agency heads claim reductions.
The list goes on. And does so because we allow
it to. Our self-abuse has become so entrenched that
over time it has managed to change our way of thinking
about our government and ourselves. To change this
we must reverse ourselves, we must establish a climate
in which our representatives see their role as asking
the right questions, not delivering wrong answers.
But let’s return to our supposition of the

This language does not suffer from the labored
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appearance of a group of candidates to contest for all
468 congressional offices up for election — 435 in
the House and 33 in the Senate — who would declare
in advance that these issues are the ones they would
run on. They would not engage other issues such as
abortion, foreign policy, electoral reform, welfare,
education, etc.; not because they are not important to
our society, but because there are practical limits as
to how much change can be accomplished in any given
time. And because the most important task that faces
us now is to repair our government by altering the
way government sees its role, how it thinks and how its
members can best serve the national, rather than their
individual, interests.
And now the question we all must ask in order
to frame the public response — How many of the new
challengers do you think would be elected? 200? 350?
500? There is no right or wrong answer. Your guess
will only indicate what you think is possible, but by
adding all replies together and taking an average we
can arrive at an estimate of what a large group, rather
than an individual, response might produce. Suddenly,
the possibility of a new image and mix in Congress
begins to take shape.
Whether the number elected from this
hypothetical group is 50 or 400, or anywhere in between,
its numerical value will not determine the success of
these candidacies. For, whatever the number elected,
it would form a center of agreement on their chosen
issues, would provide Congress with both a new form
of political energy and sense of ethical direction.
This base of ethical and political change would
attract such broad public support and comment that it
could not be ignored within Congress or by the media,
and could act as a catalyst for a national effort to
do away with our present corruption and to redefine
Congress’ perception and performance of its duties.
Repeat! There is no more important task facing
our nation than to repair our government, and, if we
don’t, our present corruption, greed and sloth will
accelerate to the point where their momentum will
sweep away our heritage and what remains of our
founders’ intentions.
We can, of course, postpone, dither and delay
and, as we have up to now, not face the truth about
ourselves and what we have allowed to occur. If we
are lucky, at some point in the process, images of what
our founding fathers endured and created may press
upon us like Dickens’ ghosts in A Christmas Carol. For
us, like Scrooge, it is not yet too late. We should heed
them.

EASTWARD TO EUROPE
The mess in Washington which we have
described is composed of many elements. One which has
contributed as much as any other to our dysfunction
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has been our move away from civil discourse and the
moderate exchange of opinion to the present “winner
take all”, “give no quarter”, “take no prisoners”,
“gotcha” politics that define our age of the Ideological
Imperative (II).
	Unity has been a key concept in our extraordinary
voyage from colony to independence to new nation to
superpower. It is a powerful force that has been able
to make or break the grand designs of political and
military leaders throughout the course of history.
America’s unity has been greatly diminished in
recent years as we have divided ourselves along lines
of unyielding self-interest and endless arguments
over matters both public and private. These divisions
threaten our future and repairing them will be one of
the key tasks of the “new centurions” should they come
to power.
In other places, notably Europe and the Middle
East, unity is in a state of flux and is being put to severe
tests posed by political, economic, religious and social
change.
While these forces have always acted upon
history, in the past their effects could be moderated
by time and distance. No longer is this true, as the
reporting and visual imaging capabilities of computers
and television offer instant news and, often with it,
insult, offense, enmity and threats. The world is both
shrinking and getting meaner.
Europe’s experience of varying degrees of unity
is far different from ours. Following the collapse of
the Roman Empire, and the Dark Ages that followed it,
Europe began to rebuild itself in ways that reflected
the Roman model of central authority.
Economic value and power lay in the possession
of land and in managing it so that it could provide food,
work and other basics for the populations, at first
small and then larger, that collected around it.
Expansion occurred by purchase, marriage or
acts of aggression and, as recently as the 17th century,
the geography of Europe was dominated by multiple
principalities headed by princes, dukes, kings, barons,
etc. There was little sense of unity except at the royal
courts’ level from which flowed the marriages and
heirs needed to keep the system going.
In addition to brides and babies this system
produced elegant ball gowns, some great music,
striking royal uniforms and a constant round of social,
athletic, cultural and romantic activities. It was a cozy
way of life, but lacked any common, central unity. And
it was unable to withstand the growing competition and
nationalism that accompanied the expanding technology,
population and commerce of the Industrial Revolution.
The two World Wars of the twentieth century
quite literally tore the world apart and set in motion
forces that lingered long after their peace treaties
were signed. In spite of the efforts of many world
leaders, the League of Nations fell far short of its
intentions and the UN seems to be succumbing to a

similar fate. Unity is not a word that comes to mind in
describing world government.
As Germany had been the aggressor in both
World Wars, following its surrender in 1945 some
European leaders began to think that another
resurgence of German force to settle real or imagined
economic, political and territorial grievances might
best be forestalled by allowing, rather than opposing,
its membership in the victors’ circle.
The early steps were taken by the coal and iron
agreements which were gradually expanded to include
other products with the result that the concept
of a united Europe was tested and modified until its
acceptance came to be seen as both possible and likely.
Europe’s origins were very different from ours
and its attempts towards unification had to overcome
differences in culture, language, currency, religion,
ethnicity, class, politics and prior history from which
we were largely spared.
It was hoped by those who pushed hardest for
the EU that its common benefits, when combined with
a massive administrative/managerial structure, could
impose real unity — fiscal, monetary and political —
upon the member states, and that its system of political
representation and participation would provide the
authority necessary to withstand most forms of
dissent.
But unity imposed has a different shape, taste
and feel to it than unity achieved. Cracks appeared
— some historical and some resulting from issues
that reached beyond Europe to other countries and
continents.
The EU reacted as most bureaucracies would.
It cranked up its multi-lingual printing presses and
issued a flood of reports, regulations, analyses,
quotations, articles, press conferences, etc. But
doubt had surfaced, and beneath the façade of unity in
Brussels deep seated human differences over policies
and practices had begun to stir and spread. As in many
bureaucracies, policies can seem measured and fair to
central government while their pain is felt locally.
This is one of our time’s continuing failures.
The people, means, agencies and intentions of the
world’s leaders draw a sharp contrast to the actuality
of war and terror that plays out in Africa, Asia, Central
America, and the Middle East. For whatever its reasons
— religion, drugs, oil, ethnicity, territory, water,
food, money — unity remains almost as elusive as it has
in the past. This is particularly evident in the Middle
East where its conflicting mix of elements, attitudes,
resources and goals resists all attempts to create a
peaceful alignment.
But it is Europe that is our main focus. With
the onset of the recent global recession, sources of
revenue from which European nations had come to expect
steady growth began to decrease. Had this change been
met with prompt and determined cuts in borrowing
and spending by all EU nations, the moment might have
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passed without damage, but within the EU framework
there existed real differences in fiscal attitudes,
practices and liquidity. And national financial matters
were still viewed by most governments as within their
sovereign authority. Before long, concerns began to
surface as to some countries’ actual solvency.
The first danger signals came from Portugal,
Ireland, Greece and Spain (PIGS) with Italy on the
edge. Ireland made the necessary corrections in short
order and, after receiving bail-out funds to deflect its
crisis, embarked on a long term austerity program to
rebalance its economy.
The others did not respond as quickly, as
they faced more difficult political choices and their
consequences than Ireland. There are some striking
similarities between these countries. All of them
have borders that are completely or mostly formed by
Atlantic and Mediterranean shorelines. And they all
have a national character that is recognized as more
out-going, light-hearted, fun-loving and romantic than
those of central or northern Europe.
With the exception of Ireland, from the Iberian
Peninsula to Turkey they bear the clear imprint of
Mediterranean culture and history.
In the north, the three largest economies are
those of Germany, England and France. The borders
of the last two are primarily set by the Atlantic Ocean
and the North Sea where life, character and culture
differ from the Mediterranean models. Germany has
very little coast line and a Teutonic heritage that
sets it apart from both its southern and northern EU
partners.
In the good, old days of the monarchies unity
was strengthened by marriages and births, and many
differences, when they arose, could seem to solve
themselves or could be postponed until the next royal
wedding, funeral or coronation by which time other
more pressing matters may have arisen.
	From its inception, the EU practiced a somewhat
similarly soft approach to its member’s debts by
lending cash or by buying the bonds of its members.
Funds provided could come from a variety of sources
— either the European Central Bank, the member
nations’ central banks or a variety of leading banks
and corporation within the private sector.
The first real crack in the EU’s façade of unity
came when Germany, as its dominant economy, voiced
objection to having to increase its own lending to
participate in the EU’s support and funding for the
increasingly frequent shortfalls and borrowings of at
risk members such as PIGS.
Greece, through a combination of internal
and external circumstances, became the poster boy
for this crisis of failure of European unity, politics
and economics. Media coverage was intense and
24/7. Meetings of EU and national leaders were held
in France, Germany and Belgium with sessions that
lasted through the night. Tempers flared, motives

were questioned and the Prime Minister of Greece was
forced to resign.
This continuing crisis became one of high drama
and rather low politics in which the image of European
unity took a hard hit because in the end the argument
resolved itself into a confrontation over money and
power between the larger, stronger economies at stage
center and their smaller and weaker neighbors on the
periphery.
*

*

*

But Europe’s problems are many, and most
of those that have powered the present crisis are
seemingly more urgent and more specific than unity.
They have to do with matters that topple governments
and impose pain on whole populations without any
semblance of fairness.
They deal with debt and its repayment,
unemployment, inflation, rising taxes and shrinking
pensions, food scarcity, diminished health care
and others. These are topics often obscured by
the bureaucratic language of the international
conferences’ press releases, but they shed their
obscurity and become the cutting edge at that level
where crisis and people meet.
It was recently announced that Greece would
receive another bail-out package of 140 billion Euros
which would stave off its looming bankruptcy and
exit from the EU. That is an overstatement. Greece’s
insolvency is a continuing drama by itself and also part
of a larger problem.
The five peripheral countries (PIGS plus Italy)
are faced with debt repayment of €700 billion this year
and €400 billion next year, a total of over €1 trillion!
Within the EU structure there is an entity called
the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) which
was designed to give temporary assistance to member
states should they need it. But it only has about €450
billion on hand8 — far short of what’s needed — and
raising new funds at today’s low rates has limited its
ability to help.
In the arguments and events leading to the
formation and acceptance of the EU, the greater effort
and emphasis was placed on its political structure and
character. Europe’s rear-view mirror still showed
two world wars within one generation, and the postwar
period was deeply marked by bitter battles for political
dominance between communists, Liberals, Labor parties
and the more economically and politically open system
favored by democratic/capitalistic parties.
Eventually, the concept of union won out and
enabled the formation of the EU’s representative
government structure in Brussels. With it in place,
political leaders felt that the means would become
available to deal with the array of problems that
accompanied union, including monetary policy and
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methods.
Money matters involve hard bargaining and
tough positions, and those involving EU admission and
adoption of the Euro were no exception. In the end
only England refused to exchange its historical pound
sterling for the Euro. This was an exercise of style as
much as monetary choice, and, because it failed the test
of unanimity for the Brussels bureaucrats, it became a
striking point and frustration around which criticism
of England could regularly assemble and be expressed.
As the EU prospered and expanded, the division
between its three leading economies (Germany, France
and England) and their smaller counterparts became
more pronounced. The leaders were called upon to
provide funds when required by market flows or by the
borrowings or budget failures of other members.
Germany is the unquestioned power house of
the EU. It is a highly industrious and industrialized
nation, a world leader in export trade and skilled
in every stage of the commercial process — design,
engineering, production and marketing. Its Teutonic
culture and heritage sets it considerably apart from
its Mediterranean neighbors, and it is not surprising
that it took strong exception to funding the excessive
spending and borrowing of others.
Greece has obtained its bail-out package, but
at a high political and social cost. The rioting shown
on TV during the negotiations is the public symptom of
economic pain that will be felt by millions of Greeks
as jobs, pensions and compensation are lost and taxes
rise.
Job loss is the most painful consequence of
the austerity imposed by the EU’s new regulations, as
for the individual it does away with any hope for the
present or the future. Our national unemployment rate
is just over 9%; Spain’s almost 23%.9 It is either a very
unusual or a very fortunate political administration
that can accommodate such an economic distortion.
The Greek problem has been tolerated by the
EU because it was preferable to turn away and to
continue to fund the Greek imbalances, rather than
admit the increasing probability of a Greek default and
withdrawal from the EU.
Again, with the most recent bailout, relief has
been bought, but there is a growing body of European
opinion that believes that the fiscal, social and political
consequences of Greece’s rescue will turn out to be
more than the country can endure, and that default and
separation from the EU are inevitable.
The problem with the common currency is that
it must have one value for the international markets,
but within the EU it is evaluated differently by richer
and poorer members such as Germany and Greece.
Germany regards Greece with justifiable resentment
for its imbalances and their effects upon the whole.
Greece looks to Germany for money, patience and hope.
This is not a sustainable position, as there
are too many human and fiscal opportunities for
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error. The bail-out process, however, has been so
repetitive that it has enabled Greece’s co-members to
acclimate themselves to the possibility of default and
the cracking of the EU membership shell. Attitudes,
thought and explanatory language are now taking shape
and being entertained so that default can be described
in less than apocalyptic terms when it occurs.
And after the fall? Markets are relentless in
seeking out weakness and will turn to other countries.
Ireland seems to have a manageable rehabilitation
program, but if conditions throughout the EU were
to degrade more, it could be back on the immediate
endangered list with Portugal, Spain or Italy to follow.
But Spain and Italy are at a level where
everything changes — too big to be bailed out and too
essential to the concept of the EU to see how it might
survive without them. Moreover, were a process of
deterioration as pronounced as this to take place, it
would probably be accompanied by a major difference
in opinion between the Brussels bureaucracy and the
individual member states. That would make concerted
action even more difficult.

*

*

This royal throne of kings, this sceptered
isle, . . .
This blessed plot, this earth, this realm,
this England
		
William Shakespeare, RICHARD II

*

We are not facing the same problems we used
to and we are not living in the same world. Somewhere
a trip wire tripped and the global debt structure
(personal, corporate, civic, national) collapsed.
Politicians and economists now write and speak with a
diminished authority about the present and the future,
although they try to suggest grounds for optimism.
But there are no quick fixes, no magic formulae,
no instant legislation. The system has been poisoned
by the acts of many and cannot be easily cleansed.
It can make some repairs by itself and time can make
others, but the effects of our global plagues of debt
and spending will be with us for a long time.
	For example, Democratic and Republican plans
to repair our economy extend ten years without showing
a budgetary surplus. They call for decreasing, but
still significant, deficits which may be the best that is
possible. It’s true that we are the leading economy of
the free world, but it is now also a very fragile world
of mixed motives and beliefs. Perhaps the old politics
and economics will no longer be sufficient, but what
will replace them?
We look around us and everywhere, in one form
or another, we can discern attempts to impose unity
– the EU, UN, the World Trade Organization (perhaps
the most restrictive of all), the three desert religions
(each seeking a definitive truth that will diminish
the other two), the multicultural babblers, and the
messengers of science (both valid and false). The
trouble is we inhabit a disunited world.
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At this time there may be no place on earth that
displays the conflict between unity and disunity as
clearly as in our parent country, England. Like RICHARD
II, it is a drama of many parts that is taking place in
our full view. Today it plays in England; tomorrow,
perhaps, elsewhere. There are lessons to be learned
from it and we should pay attention.
When the time came to commit to the EU,
England, or rather the UK, held a thorough discussion
and examination of its benefits/drawbacks and then
opted for political union and membership, but did not
exchange its currency for the Euro. The loss of the
pound sterling’s historical and economic significance
was simply too high a price for conversion.
England has always had a somewhat different
perspective of European matters than its continental
neighbors. Set in the sea off Europe’s northwest
shoulder and separated from it by only twenty miles
at its closest point, island England developed its
laws, politics and culture in its own unique ways and
forms. And, while it engaged in many of the wars that
raged back and forth from France to Russia and from
Norway to Egypt, its homeland was mostly spared as a
battleground after the Norman invasion and conquest
in 1066 by William the Conqueror.
It developed an island fortress mentality and
destiny which led to its becoming in the nineteenth
century the first truly global superpower, taking
territory and leaving culture in Asia, Africa, Australia,
and North America.
	For hundreds of years England had waged war
on the European continent and the seas that encircled
it with its major powers — France, Spain and the
central European states that became Germany — and
yet maintained that extra margin of difference that
comes with being an island.
The bureaucratic mind rankles at the prospect
of anything less than full compliance and England’s
rejection of currency union, while accepting political
linkage, was of major concern. The financial view from
Brussels across the channel was of a table set for
eight with only seven chairs.
The fact and spirit of this absence would work
its way through many discussions, topics and meetings
over the years — sometimes overtly and at others more
sensed than recognized.
On occasion the Brussels government might
lead itself to believe that the UK position would change

and that full union was at hand. But it failed to note
that the pound sterling was the banner around which
all Eurosceptics rallied and that they represented a
significant section of British opinion which showed no
signs of being won over.
The EU at Brussels sees itself as a unit, a
single, unified entity, because its existence and its
future depend upon that vision taking precedence over
all others.
But reality, and perhaps history, suggest that
Brussels’ view is a flawed and desperate one because
the years of pushing union cannot conceal that its
members are separate, sovereign states and will always
have the option of acting in their own interest rather
than that of the group.
And, as the EU’s membership has grown, the
difference between these self-images has become more
pronounced. Although the present conflict has thrown
light into these shadowy corners, no major changes
are contemplated. The EU, however, will not be able
to claim real union until these opposite concepts are
either joined or eliminated.
There is no advantage of one over the other in
the present circumstance, and in their pursuit the old
voices of nationalism may well be raised again. It is
the beast through whose heart “union” must drive the
wooden stake, but it hasn’t happened yet.
The term “Greek debt crisis” has been used
to portray a specific locality for Europe’s problems
and to suggest they can be isolated and relegated to
one country. Certainly, Greece has been plagued by
overspending and lax fiscal policies which carry their
own consequences for Greece’s people and politics.
But other consequences can extend far beyond Greece’s
borders by wreaking havoc upon the wide circle of
banks that have continued to loan funds to Athens even
as the risk has increased. These include European
central banks which, like their private counterparts,
would be forced to engage in a significant asset writedown were Greece to default.
The present European crisis is made up of
many parts. It involves sovereignty, politics, national
character and attitudes that survive from the times of
the monarchies, as well as more prosaic elements such
as interest rates, percent of GDP, asset values, debt
structures and currency values.
All these act, react and interact with each
other instantaneously and in full view of the world
thanks to our modern communications technology. We
can look back with a sense of romance and economic
wonder to the hey-day of the Rothschild bank in the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries when
vast wealth was transferred by horse drawn coaches
or wagons in the dark of the night. They carried boxes
of the gold or silver upon which commerce and wealth
then depended and whose actual possession was a
critical fact of economic life.

“The old ghosts of nationalism, glory,
bloodlines, history and power will not fade
away on command. “

The EU now has twenty-seven members all of
whom were persuaded, for one reason or another, to
pledge themselves to union. But union, European or
other, is not an instant, one-size-fits-all matter. And
it is not one that is easily imposed. The old ghosts of
nationalism, glory, bloodlines, history and power will
not fade away on command. Like DNA, they are powerful
and persist; and, often unknowingly, still determine
our actions.
*

*

*

England’s current plight is more difficult and
complex than any of its fellow EU members. First,
as we have noted, it is a hybrid member, having opted
for monetary independence by rejecting the Euro and
maintaining the pound sterling as the currency. And
yet, it is a political member of the EU and the EU is by
far its largest trading partner.
And the element of control, or loss of
sovereignty, which is pervasive in this matter, extends
across the Channel and grips England with the same
fearful pressure that it exerts upon members on the
continent.
At the EU summit conference in December,
Germany and France pushed for greater control over
the finances and spending habits of Greece, Portugal,
Spain and Italy by making it mandatory for governments
with excessive debt ratios to submit their national
budgets and quarterly results to Brussels for review
and/or approval, with heavy fines to be applied to those
who failed to meet their assigned goals.
This was an understandable concern for France
and Germany because, as the EU’s largest economies,
each succeeding failure would drive the ball of fiscal
rescue deeper into their court.
But, not withstanding the logic of their
position, it again opened up the wound of cultural,
social and economic differences between the northern
and southern states.
The British public has been consistently
divided over Britain’s EU status and Prime Minister
David Cameron knew that he would face opposition at
home for whichever position he took. At first his vote
against the proposed Brussels legislation was the only
one, but he was quickly joined by the Czech Republic.
This step was seen by many as comparable to Julius
Caesar’s crossing of the Rubicon. In Europe it was
met by petty threats, insults and a sense of betrayal;
as well as a previously suppressed recognition of the
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emerging fragility of the EU structure, and, perhaps,
even its concept.
The Brussels bureaucrats and their handlers
have lost a round, but are still very active and
entrenched. Still and all, their view ahead into the
future is somewhat less settled than that of their past.
At home, Britain finds itself balanced on the
horns of two dilemmas, each capable of destroying the
nation’s precarious political balance. Both are issues
involving national pride, sovereignty, culture and,
therefore, high emotion.
The first is the EU vote which has heartened
England’s very vocal and determined Eurosceptics
who have opposed EU membership from the beginning
and who see their position validated by recent events.
Their goal remains to withdraw from the EU which they
hope to accomplish by a national referendum.
Cameron, of course, must attempt to hold
together his coalition government, avoid a vote of
confidence which, if lost, could bring it down and move
ahead to the next general election. This is a tough
enough order in itself, but wait, there is more.

Scottish referendum on independence in 2014 which,
if successful, would be followed by negotiations with
England in a transitional period and, finally, separation
by the Scottish Parliament’s elections in 2016.
As much of the intent and practice of “union”
between these two countries has been affirmed and
reaffirmed by legislation, regulation and judicial
decree over its three hundred year life, the process of
separation would be extremely difficult and complex.
And both sides must approach their task always
reminding themselves that statements, sentences,
paragraphs, rules, decrees, etc. often have far greater
and more disruptive local consequences than their
sponsors in the halls of government can anticipate.
PM David Cameron is as surely fighting on
two fronts as Hitler did in WWII, and for any leader,
political or military, this is not a preferred position.
This struggle is strewn with political minefields
through which Cameron will have to maneuver with
agility, skill and sensitivity to avoid offending the very
determined and opposite voting blocs in both countries.
Benedict Brogan describes the situation as:
“The solution surely must lie in discretion,
courtesy and a disciplined avoidance of any
language that amounts to questioning Scotland’s
capacity for self-government, its ability to
prosper, or its willingness to reason. That
Scotland could be a successful, moderately
well-off independent nation is not in doubt and
should not be misrepresented. Whatever the
questions that must be asked about the details
of partition, be it the allocation of national
debt, the division of defense arrangement, or
the feasibility of currency union, Mr. Cameron
must avoid being lured into any comment that
will allow him to be portrayed as an evidently
English prime minister.”11
There it is; and no small order by any
measure. An example of the extreme difficulty of
some of the decisions mentioned above can be found
quite readily in his reference to “the division of
defense arrangements”.
Britain’s nuclear deterrent is located on the
River Clyde in Scotland where Trident submarines are
housed at Faslane and their missiles nearby at Coulport.
The sub base could be moved to a southern location
in England, but the missiles and their warheads are
stored, moved and loaded by sophisticated equipment
that doesn’t exist elsewhere in England. And they are
housed in hardened concrete bunkers which would be
extremely difficult and costly to replicate.
The result is that in any negotiations over
independence the SNP would have a decided advantage
because Britain needs Coulport and the SNF can set its
own price.
The careful words of moderation required of
PM David Cameron do not apply to Alex Salmond whose

AND NORTH TO THE HIGHLANDS
It is Scotland, with whom England has shared a
border for three hundred years since the Act of Union
in 1707, that now threatens England with a form of
internal disunity more painful and more damaging than
the EU conflict.
This approaching danger goes by different
names depending upon the perspective from which it
is viewed. Devolution, resignation, seccession and
withdrawal are a few, but, whatever its name, it is an
act of separation that will inflict wounds with raw,
exposed cultural and political flesh on both parties.
Scotland’s move towards independence has been
in effect in varying degree for the last half-century,
and is at least partially due to a less than balanced
view of Scotland’s place in the UK by England. This
was regularly and most clearly expressed in matters
political and economic by favoring London and the
South over Edinburgh and the North.
This long record of preferential politics
encouraged the growth of the Scottish National Party
(SNP). Prime Minister (PM) John Major, who succeeded
Margaret Thatcher, foresaw the widening rift between
the two neighbors and in 1992 he urged English
voters “to wake up before it is too late; the Union is in
danger.” 10
The political twists of this issue over the
past thirty years between the English Conservatives
and Laborites and their counterparts in Edinburgh
are too many and complicated to trace here. Suffice
it to say that Scotland’s newly elected First Minister
is Alex Salmond of the SNP who has called for a
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background and interests lean towards socialism. But
even discounting his political philosophy, he will be
banging the drum very loudly to call attention to the
SNP’s newly dominant position vis-à-vis England and his
part in having achieved it. The Marquis of Queensbury
rules only work when both parties observe them.
There are other complications not limited
to England and Scotland which involve the EU’s
regulations for its members. Any third party would
add to the confusion, but the multi-layered Brussels
bureaucracy and its thousands of pages of operational
instructions and restrictions are almost assured to
deliver fewer results at the cost of more time and
money.
	For instance, one EU minister recently raised
the possibility that an independent Scotland might not
be able to retain the pound sterling and that passport
checks might be required along the English/Scottish
border. SNP leader Salmond scoffed at this opinion,
but there are some very arcane rules in place and it is
likely that Salmond will not be able to override them.
Timetable? It’s anyone’s guess, and we’re
probably dealing with years, rather than months. Two?
Five? Ten? Who knows? The situation is one in which
what one side hopes is possible confronts what the
other side says is impossible. And it’s quite possible
that in this case an agreement reached by Scotland and
England could run afoul of the EU’s web of regulations
regarding relations between its members and nonmember states.
*

*

English tourists and seasonal vacationers headed
north to fish for salmon and trout, to stalk deer,
to shoot grouse, to take the highland air and to be
challenged by the subtleties of Scotland’s exceptional
native golf courses.
In return Scotland sent engineers, accountants
and scientists to all parts of the Empire, put smoked
salmon, lamb, beef and grouse on English tables, clothed
its neighbor (and others) with nearly indestructible
tweeds home woven in the colors of its land and clans,
and dispatched its ambassador of good cheer to clubs,
bars, homes, hotels and restaurants around the world
in the form of Scotch Whisky.

“This is a ticklish political moment.
It need not be a stupid one.”

Scottish polls show that current opinion on
independence is evenly split and that the referendum
could go either way. In such a circumstance, PM
Cameron may be forced into some strong negotiations
and expensive concessions to maintain the union. If
that, indeed, is the result, a more inclusive attitude
and balanced view of cross-border relations would
benefit both governments. This is a ticklish political
moment. It need not be a stupid one.
PM Cameron’s position is as perilous politically
as circumstance can contrive. No matter what develops
on the Continent, there are two major blocs of domestic
voters who are pressing to have the Scottish and EU
matters settled by popular vote within the next two
years.
These are highly emotional issues which invoke
history, tradition, wealth and sovereignty. To incumbent
politicians words such as plebiscite and referendum
have the ring of terror to them, for a single issue
vote can bring down a whole administration and its
programs.
Cameron must now face the prospect of two, not
one, of these major tests and they will come at a time
when the UK electorate lacks its former cohesion in
many aspects of its political, social and economic life.
These are vexing times for Cameron. If he
can emerge from these two confrontations relatively
unscathed, he will have managed to pull off a major
political miracle.
Salmond has built up a gathering force of public
and media attention which allows him to manipulate
the issue to his advantage. But nothing is firm nor
assured at this point. And just recently the Shetland
and Orkney islanders have indicated their support for
union.
These islands are home to Scotland’s most
northern and sparse populations, but they are also the
home base for the UK’s North Sea oil industry and speak

*

Setting aside the political, economic and
administrative differences (and the human ambition
which often drove them) between these two “next door”
neighbors, they were the heart of that vast global
enterprise known originally as the British Empire and
now in its reduced version called the United Kingdom.
There is something very sad about the
separation of these two neighbors who have shared so
much history and accomplishment for themselves and
others.
They fought side by side in two World Wars and
other lesser ones. Scottish shipyards built the ships
that made it possible for the Royal Navy and the English
Merchant Marine to extend British rule, culture and
law to the most distant parts of the world. And Scottish
venture capital’s role was second to none in providing
the investment capital from which external trade and
internal development would evolve.
Increasingly with the beginning of the Industrial
Revolution in the early nineteenth century and the
improvement in travel comfort and speed afforded by
railroads, English companies expanded their production
and marketing facilities to Scotland. And droves of
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were being added, the slave vs. free issue bathed them
in blood and violence. Our inspiring unity of the
Declaration of Independence and Constitution ended at
Fort Sumter, SC.
The half century from the end of the Civil War
to the start of WWI was a contradictory period for our
national unity which took on a new exuberance from
completing our westward expansion to the Pacific,
establishing national borders and becoming a true
international economic/military power. We displayed a
strong sense of pride, patriotism and confidence which
both captured our emotions and obscured Jim Crow
racism and abuse, as well as an extensive series of
bloody and violent (again) labor/management disputes.
America’s unity continued to grow as we
emerged as victors from WWI and undertook a decade
of celebration in the 20s. With the crash in 1929,
and the Great Depression that followed, our unity
of enthusiasm and accomplishment vanished and was
replaced by one of fear and pain.
WWII, victory and our postwar prosperity
produced another swing of the pendulum which, as
in 1861, was shattered by the Vietnam War’s social/
political divisions and the conflicting demands here and
abroad made by the domestic and foreign policies we
had to create to serve the Cold War and our leadership
of the free world.
	Unity has been in short supply in America and
elsewhere ever since. Look at Asia, the Middle East,
and Africa, for example, where social, economic and
religious grievances have been crystallized and
spread around the world by the technologies of our
mass media. In our increasingly disunited world the
expression of such grievances are no longer peaceful
pursuits. Rather, they are inflammatory, often hostile
to the point of violence and accompanied by the use of
the world’s most advanced weapons.
	Unity among people, as opposed to nations,
has a better chance of being successful because it
exists on a smaller scale with more personal, and
less institutional, contact, but has not been able to
produce better results. Here, many of the same flaws
in our nature — greed, limitless ambition, corruption,
betrayal, dishonesty, dominance, cruelty, selfishness,
etc. — are also at work and are deadly accurate in
finding their targets.
The development of genuine unity is a gradual
process. Whether on the individual or the national
level, it is a cultural affair. And, when imposed by war
or politics or some other mass method, it is bound to
fail. The first active ingredient, then, in any successful
unification is that it must have time and permission, as
in assimilation, to evolve.
The next active ingredient is that all unity
requires the parties being unified to surrender parts
of their selves and/or status. On the national level
this most often takes the form of loss of sovereignty
of varying forms and amounts.

with a strong voice on economic matters.
Cameron’s plate now is long on issues and short
on gravy, and in the coming months he will have to pay
closer and more frequent attention to Scotland. Our
present sense is that three hundred years of shared
history, both good and bad, will prevail and that the
pro-union forces will emerge as winners.

*

*

*

In the EU and the UK we have seen evidence of
unity fraying and coming apart under entirely different
circumstances.
The EU’s case is recent and, although its members
had voluntarily joined together, its operational
arm in Brussels, charged with issuing and enforcing
regulations, has become a much stronger force than
the sum of its parts. There has not been time enough to
assimilate centuries of proud, national histories.
Scotland/England is something very different.
They have been joined by language, geography, politics,
prosperity and peril; and yet they now find themselves
voting on separation.
	Unity commands so many allegiances that its
development ties it to multiple parts of its societal
structure. At the individual and at the group level these
ties reach out, leap over chasms of misunderstanding,
regather, and then veer off in new directions, ever
more firmly embedding themselves in our thoughts
and actions. In this way it is absorbed and becomes a
cultural component.
National unity is an interesting expression of
the national will and character for which we can find
ample examples in our own brief history. It can grow
and develop and give comfort and strength; and it can
just as easily erode and shatter, leaving a divided and
weakened state.
	Following the ratification of our Constitution,
and the formation of our government in 1789, the
considerable enthusiasm of our independence movement
became framed by our governmental structure and
produced a surge of unity that would prevail until the
start of the Civil War in 1861.

“Our inspiring unity of the
Declaration of Independence and Constitution
ended at Fort Sumter, SC.”

But, although this unity was a major element
in such foundational events as the Louisiana Purchase
and our early westward expansion, it was subjected to
steady attack and erosion by the highly emotional and
divisive issue of slavery. For, even as western states
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At the individual scale, the bag can be mixed —
ego, status, security, principles, and freedoms — but it
cannot be avoided.
	Here, special attention should be paid to China.
Remember, unity is a cultural process. It requires
some spontaneity and cannot be produced on demand.
The Chinese culture is the only one on our planet
that has existed continuously and separately for our
five thousand years of recorded history. Others have
merged, have been conquered and destroyed, or have
disappeared because of internal failures.
This does not mean that China has always
enjoyed a unified state. It has fought and survived many
battles, small and large, both internal and external,
and we have witnessed some of the most vicious and
deadly within our own time. Wars, revolutions, famines,
disease, political transformations all have played their
parts in China’s history and wrought painful change at
one time or another. Its culture has endured.

END NOTES
1
2
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Meanwhile, here in the U.S. our unity continues
to be under attack by multiculturalists intent on
exploiting for their own advantage the cultural, ethnic
and racial differences among our population.
They have succeeded in obtaining government
help in the form of financial and political preference
for their constituents and have been able to overcome
most forms and sources of opposition by branding them
as discriminatory and racist.
In the last century Europe has been a laboratory
for political, social and economic change, some welcome
and some not, that has reached us. The multiculturalists
have been key players in this “trade”.
If we value our own unity, we should pay closer
attention to multiculturalism’s widening failure in
europe, as it plays out there, and not be browbeaten by
its sponsors’ “sound and fury”.
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